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INHERITANCE OF PLANT HEIGHT, DATE OF HEADING 

AND TILLERING IN TJEI WHEAT CROSSES 

LNTRODUCTION 

Wheat i the woi'1d's most inîportat çiain crop, as lt 

Is crown in about O different countx'ies and occupies an 

area of about 300 million acres. Durin every month of the 

year, sane place in the world a crop is being harvested. In 

the United States it ranks second to corn as a cereal crop 

in acrea,e and ìoduction. Nearly S8 million acres produce 

about 9L nlllion bushels annually. 

Over trie world wheat has been the object of níuch 

scientific investigation. 
nrived varieties has been 

research program on wheat. 

varieties in an attempt to 

pests and to fulfill needs 

The inheritance study 

The development of new and 1m- 

.n important phase of the total 

Breeders have released numerous 

neet the throat of disease, plant 

of people for food. 

of plant charìcters 15 invaluable 

in uidin, a plant breeding program. The plant breeder is 

conscious that selective capacity of his material depends 

upon the amount of heritable variability present. It is 

still necessary to understand in what manner the variability 

functions, In order to be able to estimate lt and use it in 

breeding. 

Of the total variation exhibited by a plant population 

under a lven environment, a certain portion Is due to genetic 
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constitution of the plants. This tot&]. genetic variance 

iiay be small or large. If the manitude of total genetic 

variation la known to the plant breeder, it will aid in the 

designing of a breeding proran that is more li.ely to 

succeed. IIeritahi1itj values are essentially a ratio of 

the enet1c variance to the total vriance, This is of 

interct to the plant breeder primarily as a asure of the 

effectiveness of selection for particular cbaracters In 

various ypes of progenies and as an index of transinissi- 
bi i i. t 

At present varieties whIch are rown in Western Oregon, 

are generally tall and medium to late ifl :naturit, Com 

parativel short varieties can stand higher rates of ter- 
tilizer. These tend to be less variable in height from year 

to year and within the saie field in any given year. With 

these advantages and with t e advent of combino method of 

harvesting, shorter stature combined with earliness and high 

tillering in wheat ha s be cone a r,ajor objective in many 

breeding prograris. 

The objectives of this study were to determine the mode 

of inheritance and to evaluate the genetic variation expressed 

in the i'2 and F3 generations of three wheat crosses for four 

plants and one seed character. Possible associations of 

characters were also measured that might be of value for 
selection purposes. 
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RVIi OP LITERATUiE 

Complex nature of the inherit.ence of thte of heading 

and plant heiht have been apreciabed by several investi- 

ators (3J4; 28, p. 1186; 29, p. 883). Poehiman (2g, p. ) 

showed that dato of ead.in varios in complexity in different 

oombintions. 'ihe inheritance of this character wa ex- 

pialned on the basis of sinle fctor by Plorell (1LI, 

p. 338), two factors b: Allarcl (2, r 81) and multiple 

factors by Teibel (3h). Allard (2, . 31) s owed th.t en- 

vironments had a considerable effect on the expression of 

.enes for date of headin. The çartIal dominance of tall- 
ness over hortne's was dernonitrated by Clark (3, p. Ls), 

Weibel (3L) and Johnson (22, p. O-O8). !-Iarrington (19, 

p. 2L.) indicated that plant heir'ht was under the control of 

multiplo genetic factors. Johrsori (22, p fOS-5O8) illus- 

trated that lenti of internode rather than number of 

internodes was responsible for hei{;t1t difference8. 

Several studies have been reported on the inheritance 

of tillerin:, awnodness and kernel color. Stewart and 

Bischoff (30, p. 787-790) and Aarncdt et al (1, p. t62) 

observed no segregation in the F2 enerotion for number of 

tillers. however Nieves (2h) reported a cross of Plorence 

x Kanrod, where the medium tiilorir capacity was dominant 

to the abundant tj1lorin and the inheritance of this 
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character was :oVei'n3d b:: a sin1e gene, The awniess con- 

dition in wheat is dorn:Lnant and length of awn is r:ovorned 

br two enetic factors was 3hown by Clark (8, p. 11-13), 

Stewart (31, . 391), Nieves (214.) and Clark and [ooker 

(10, P. 67). On th othor hand, Howard and Howard (21, 

P. 273-285) found that a.med condition was dominant. 

4atkins and Sydney (33, p. 25) concluded that tipped i and 

bearded wheat differed by a sin1e ene. The simple nature 

of the inheritance of kernel color was shown by Clark and 

ooker (10, p. 68). Niisson-Ehie (26, p. 122) was first to 

propose the multiole factor hypothesIs overnin kernel 

color in wheat. 

Date of Heading 

As early as 19214. studies on date of eadin, confiined 

the views that earliness or lateness in wheat was definitely 
a heritable character. Reports by various investigators 
showed time of heading to vary in complexity in different 
combinations. An extensivo review of literature on the 

inheritance of date first bloom, date of heading, awn 

emergence, or maturity of wheat has been presented by 

Pooh1an (2g, p. 5). These studies showed that in crosses 

between sprin varieties the F1 was usually intermediate and 

the parental types wore recovered in the F2 generation, In 

crosses between spring and winter varieties of wheat no 
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simple Inheritance was in3icated. There was evidence that 

spring and winter varieties contained factors for earliness 

which were Inherited separately and in addition to factors 

for growth habit. In the cross between winter varieties, 

iu1tiple factor inheritance was incicated with earliness at 

least partially dominant. 

It was predicted by ianchi and Forlani () that 

parents had an influence on the progeny with regard to 

aturIty. When the time of flowerin' was similar in both 

parents the F1 was earlier than the parents. Crossing of 

varieties very dissimilar in the on-set of flowerin; timo 

rezi:ltecY in Intermediate behavior in the F with some 

indication of doninance for earliness. 
In crosses between Sonora x Turkey, Bryan and Prossley 

(7, p. 603-60S) found the F1 generation intermediate in time 

of heading in comparison with the parents while a large 

number of F2 individuals were in the late group. 

inheritance of date of heading, in a cross between 

Kawvale x Early Premium varieties of wheat was reported by 

Poehiman (2, p. 18-21). The results were explained on the 

basis of three factors, indepenent1y Inheritod, of equal 

importance and with earliness recessive. A positive 

correlation was found between date of first bloom and number 

of heads but the correlation coefficient was not reported. 
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Weibel (3L1) work1n, with five wintr wheat crosses, 

found multiple factor inheritance of date o heading and 

partially doiìinance of er1iness over lateness. An average 

estimate of hrit&i1ity of five crosses for date of 

heading was 36.0 percent. This suggested tbat inäivithal 

plant e1ection in te F2 generation should be at least 
moderatel:T effective, aithou i selection probably would 

not be equally effective for all crosses. Date of heading 

and plant hei:ht were positivel: correlated in sore crosses 

but negatively correlated in others. The resilts showed 
that sorne difficulty would be expected in selecting short, 
early to redium rnaturin types. 

Studies were nade with Kots x Hard Federation and Hard 

Federation x Kota by Clark (8, p. 18-22). r[lhe F2 dta 

showed that earliness as determined by date of heading, s 

dominant to lateness and that there were sli:ht but signi- 

ficant differences in reciprocal crosses. A croes Sunset x 

Marquis and its reciprocal were studied by Florell (lL, 

p. 338). In the F2 there was a distinct groupin of the 

population into a largo early and small late group in the 

proportion of 3.07:0.93, indicatin: one suelle pair of 

factors with possibly a number of minor modifying factors. 

Dato of heading. in the homozygous wheat strains 3359 
and Baart t6 was studied by Allard (2, p. 31) at Davis, 
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California. The results were explained on the basis of 

two genes, one five times as efretive as the other to 

govern headIn, date. It was pointed out that adequate 2its 

to expectation could Le obtained with a nimiber of other 

hypothesis provided that a single gene was assumed to control 

at least three-fourths of the genetic variability. Environ- 

ment seemed to bave considerable effect on the oxpression 

of the genes. The particular hybrid was studied in Live 

different sots of environments. In three of the five ex- 

perinents a single gene appeared to govern most of the 

;enetic variability. IL the sar.e gene was involved ifl all 
three crosses, dominance relationships of this cone were 

not constant but varied with environments from weakly 

dominant to slihtly over dominait. In the two remaining 

environmental situations no single gene appeared to control 

as mucì as half the genetic variation, aithouh the major 

share of the variation could be assined to no riore than 

two enes. 

Two studies correlatinh date of first head between 

2 and F3 populations of sprin: wheat were reviewed (13; 10, 

p. -9). The inter)eneration correlations obtained were 

0,S05 and 0.78 respectivelî, indicating that early heading 

F2 segregates could be selected with reasonable assurance 

that their roenies also would be early in date of heading. 



Eleven comparisons presentin corie1ations In early 

roneratIon between date first blooi ard plant hei'ht were 

given (8, p, L.O; IO, p. 60; 18, p. 58L; 2S, p. 23). A 

negative as3ociation between date firat bloom and plant 

height was obtained n two comparisons, while the re ainin 

associations were positive. The coefiicients ran;ed In 

magnitude from to +.LlO with iîst of them relatively 

small. The studies reported did not indicato a consiatent 

and pronounced association between earliness and plant 

hoiht. Environriental conditions have consIderable impact 

on te correlation values as wa . s shown by Clark (8, p. L6). 

The deLree of correlation between date of heading and height 

of plants was increased with increasingly unfavorable en 

vlronrnental conditions due to rust and drought, otherwise 

the correlations were negative and not important. 

Nost of the studies cited md bate that earliness is 

onerally partially dominant to lateness of heading, date in 

wheat, However, the need for specific studies of the in- 

heritance of earlIness with each, variety used as a source 

of early maturity in a breedin. orogram cannot be over- 

empha sized. 



Plant Heiht 

Some observations made by Freeman (17, p. 7) in the 

study of the inaei'itance oS heht in a numbei' of dururn x 

common and coimon x common wheat crosses were in h&rmony 

with the hypothesis of the segreation of a nuìbor of 

simple Menclelian unît charaoters0 A factor (unknown) was 

present which suppressed variability in the taller cultures 

of both pure linos and hybrids. This factor was sonetínes 

able to completely mask the variab1litT, which uld 

nórmally be produceR by heterozygosity. In other durum x 

common wheat crosses, Freeman (16) found the F1 hybrids 

taller than the taller parent and a wide se regation for 

height in the F2 generation. 

Studies nado by Clark (8, p. LS) do?ionstrated that 

tallness of 1ant was partially dominant but due princi- 

pally to hetorosis and was easily affected by environments. 

From the F3 data of Sevier x Federation and IÇanred x Sevior 

crosses, Stewart (23, p. 1136; 29, p. 883) and others could 

not determino the nature of the inheritance for plant 

height, althourh so;regation appeared amon: the i3 linos. 

Transgressive segregation toward tall parent was observed. 

Harrington (19, p. 2L) studied the inheritance of plant 

height in several wheat crosses and proposed that plant 

height was governed by multiple genetic factors. Nieves (2L) 



reported tallness of Kanred to be dominant and determined 

by two factor pairs in a Florence x Kanred cross. 
Weibe]. (3L), workinT, with several crosses of winter 

wheat, obtained a smooth frequency distribution in F2 for 
plant hel:Tht, which indicated multirle factor inheritance 
of this character. Partial dominance of tallness over 

shortness was also shown. The averae heritability value 

calculated from the data was 50.2 oercent which indicated 
that individual plant selection would he effective in F2 

reneration. Plant heiht was positively correlated with 

number of heads and with ;rsin yield. Johnson (22, p. 5O- 

508) studied F,, F2 and F3 popilations of crosses of 

Pawnee and Cherenne with C. I. l22O. The evidence suggested 

partial dominance of tallness over shortness and trans- 
ressive se regation of tallness was exhibited. The length 

of internode rather than number of nternodes was respon- 
sible for heijtht differences. Environmental factors such 

as lenzth of photo-period, li*it intensity and water supply 

wore shown to have considerable influence on plant height. 
Inter-enoration correlations for plant heir ht have 

been presented by several investigators (ti, p. 60; 8; 10, 

p. 58; 31, p. 333-390; 30, p. 787-738). The six comparisons 

reported were between F2 and F3 generations and except for 
one study, all were with spring wheat. The coefficients 
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reported ed from +.118 to .69t but nearly all were 

relatively high, indicatinr that selection for plant heiTht 

could be fairly effective in the F2 reneration, 

Plant hei'ht and number of tillers have been correlated 

in early generations by several workers (3, p. 380-389; 2L; 

2, p. 23; 29, p. 888; 31, p. 383-390; 30, p. 787-.738). 

Nine coeparisons of the two characters were observed in the 

papers reviewed. All corparisons oxcert one were positive 

but were small in magnitude, indicating little asocition 

between these characters. 

The literature reviewed on this character indicates a 

dominance or partial dominance of tallness over shortness. 

Practically all studies showed that plant heiht in wheat 

was controlled by a ].erye number of genes. 

Ti 11e ring 

Tillering is a very important phenomenon in wheat. A 

hi[h 11erin wheat variety is preferred to a low tillering 
variety. A number of investistors have reported lack of 

segreation in the F2 reneration for number of tillers. In 

a cross (Sevier x Dicklow) x Dicklow, where the parents were 

essentially alike in number of culma per plant, Stewart and 

Bischoff (30, p. 787-790) observed no segregation in the 

proenies. When number of cuims and cuirn 1enth was 

correlated, the results were of inte est but correlation 
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values we'e not s1[nificant. Stewart and Hoywood (31, 

p. 378) found no rieasurable egregat1on or inheritance in 
stoo1in ability as indicated by number of cu1ns in 
Federation x a hybrid of (Sevier x Dicklow), The cor- 

re1tion coefficient obtained between cuim len th and 

number of oulms was considered too small to be of any 

value. Workin with the F2 and F3 generations, Aamodt 

et al (1, p. h62) observed no -enetical difference in the 

tiller survival of Reward and Niltururn varieties of spring 

wheat even thoupth yield differences existed and partial 
dominance for low ,Tie1d was indicated. 

Varietal differences with resooct to total tiller 
production were shown by Frankel (ls, p. An early 
start was associated with profuse tillering and vice versa. 

Early tiUerin-, was neither an index of head formation nor 

of plant yield. The proportion of tillers maturing ears 
and its relations to the productivity of the mature plant 
must be interpreted from the varietal and from te environ- 
mental point of view. In a cross of Joss x Thule arid its 
reciprocal, En1edow and Pal (13, p. 398) found the averaue 
tillerin: ocr plant of F1 and F2 to be internediate between 

the oarents when determined at or near maturity. In the 
wheat cross of M33 x M33A and T33 x Montana, Dionic1 (12) 

observed no si:-nificant differences in the reciprocal 
crosses as reards the inheritance of tillerin capacity, 
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In the two crosses the character varied within the parental 

limits with a tendency toward tìe lower of the two limits. 

Weibel (3L), from a comparison of F means with mid-parent 

values of five winter wheat crosses, concluded that many 

tillers are partially dominant over few tillers. The 

averare estimate of heritability for this character was 

1.3 percent, which 1rdicated that individual plant selection 

in the F2 generation would not be effective. The highest 
correlations obtained were between number of heads and 

grain yield. Since both characters exhibited very low 

heritailities, it was concluded that the association would 

be of onU limited. value for selection in F2. Similarly, 
association of number of heads with ernel eLht and with 

bushel wei.ht, were not considered of practical importance. 

Nieves (2I) studied a cross of Florence x Kanred in ex- 

periments conducted in Uruguay. The medium tillering 

capacity was dominant to the abundant tillerin of Kanred 

and apnarently was overned by one Ofletic factor. From 

correlation studies between number of tillers and number of 
ears in strains with many and with few tillers, Svetsugu and 

Nakazaiva (32) concluded that nirsery selection based on 

tiller number was feadble in Japan, though subject to 

various limitations. 

It is not always true that ìieldin: ability o' a 

variety depends upn its capacity to produce tillers. 
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Resu1t obtained from two oasons por.' latlon studies of 

selected oat vrietie in cot1and by Stephens (27, p, 22) 
irìd1cted tiat extent of ti11er1n had 11tt1 or no effect 
on yield. The yield of individual plants under trie con- 

diti of the exoerirnonts became adjucted to di.L'ferences 

in denzty, pr1iri1y by variation in number of rains per 

panicle. Spikelet weirt tended to be negatively cor- 

related both with population density and witì number of 

grains per panicle. Theo factors tended to neutralize 

each other. Doveloprentai studies of individual plants 

suggested that increased oanicle development could only 

be gained at the expense of tiller productin. 

Awnedne s s 

Studies on the inheritance of awnedness were ma.e with 

Kots x Hard Federation and its reciprocal crosses by Clark 

(a, . 11-13). It was concluded. that at least two factors 
must be present in a dominant condition In awniess strains 
and. that aimed plants should be represented by at least 
double recessive factors. However, complete hornozyrosity 

for awned or awniess strains appai'ently was duo to multiple 

factors. In a cress of Federation x (Sevier x Dicklow), 

Stewart (31, p. 391) explained tiìe awn class inheritance on 

a two factor difference only where independent seregation, 
rather than linkage occurred. In another cross of Sevier x 



Federation, Stewart (28, p. 1190) sug:ested 1inkae be- 

tween genes. The results were explained on the basis of 

two factors governin the len:t of awns. f$ot the factors 

were located in the same chrornosoe and there were 35 per- 

cent crossìnp, over between them. 

Nieves (2L) conclvded that the awniess character was 

not absolutely dominant in F1. The F1 plants had lue 

tips somewhat lon-:er than those of the awniess parent. 

Suh-aristate forms apteared in the F2 and F where the 

figures conformed not closely to a dihybrid segregation 

3:9:3:1. Accurate reasure'ients of the awn length, however, 

showed that none of the proçzenies reproduced the exact 

parent (Çanred) type, which had a mean awn 1encth of 90 rru, 

while the sereates fluctuated between 73.L. to 81 mm. The 

analysis of the results led to the postulation of two 

genetic factors. 

Clark and Quisenberr (11, p. 216) in a cross of 

Marquis x Kota, found the awnieted and awned classes segre- 

gated in the F2 generation close to a 3:1 ratio. The in- 

heritance of awnedness was studied by Clark and Hooker (10, 

p. 67) by roupin:: the material into three classes 

(1) awniess, (2) appically awnieted and (3) awnieted. In 

the F2 eneration, the combined classes 1 and 2 compared 

with 3 were close to a 3:1 ratio. Class i in comparison 
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with 2 and 3 corrbinod was close to a 1:1 ratio. In the 

F,, classes 1 and 3 bred true. The resi1ts ave close 
rit to 1:11:14 ratio, indicating two genetic factors con- 

trollin: the length. of awns. In some other wheat crosses, 

Clark (9, p. 37) concli'ded that there could be as many as 
four tenetic factors invo1ve in awrìedness inheritance. 

oward and howard (21, p. 273-23g) in India, found 

that sore wheats behaved in a considerably more conpiex 

manner. A fully bearded wheat was crossed with one de- 

scribed by them as a trve awniesa type. When the awned and 

partially awned plants were c'rouped to,cether, there was a 

ratio of lf awned to i entirely awniess. These results 

were explained on a two factor hypothesis. îost extensive 

studies of genetics of t:e awn in wheat were sde by 

Watkins and Sydney (33, p. 27). The F1 plants of crosses 
between tipped i and bearded varieties had awn tips dis- 
tinctly longer than the tip awned parent, bit much nearer 

to tip awned than to the bearded parent. It was concl'ded 
that tipped i and bearded wheat differed by a ain1a -one. 
Tipped i parent was denoted by B1B, and bearded by b1b1. 

The iinka,e of B1 and b1 with the nenes for heeled and 
rounded 1uries was shoim, the crossover percentage being 

about 14 percent. 
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Kernel Color 

The discovery of the riultiple factor hypothesis iìas 

been a milestone in the development of enetics. Iilsson- 

Ehie (26, p. 122-123) fu-st proposed that inheritance of 

kernel color in wheat was :overred by multiple factors. 

Sorne crosses were reported which in F2 gave 15:1 and 

63:1 ratios of red kerneled and white kornelod plants. 

This indicated th.e presence of two or three factors. 

Biffen (6, p. 29-30) found that red was dominant to 

white in F1 and se:,regated in a 3:1 ratio in F2. Clark 

(8, p. LS) explained the results of a cross on the basis 

of two factors. Clark and Hooker (10, p. 68) noticed that 

red kernels were dominant to white and in the F2 generation 

10 of the 12 F families se:regated in numbers close to a 

two factor 15:1 ratio and the two other farilies close to 

a sinrle factor 3:1 ratio. In the F3 studies of the two 

factor families, the white kernel strains all bred true 

and the red kernel strains bred true or se:re:ated in 3:1 

or 15:1 ratios. 
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MAT kR IAL MD METHODS 

Four wheat varieties were used as parents for studying 

the inheritance of plant hoiht, date of headin7,, tillering, 

awnedness and kernel coLr. Norm 10 contrasted with the 

other three parents, Alba (Redmond), White Winter and hito 

holland in theso characters. The parents are shown in 
Fiure i and are described below. 

1. xorin 10 (C. I. 12699). Norm 10 is a ftlly awned, 

early maturin' winter variety when fTrowrl at 

Corvallis, Orepon, The variety :' rowe about 33 

inches tall and has medium tii)erin capacity 

of about 8 tillers. Kernels have red color and 

are medium soft in texture. This variety was 

developed in Japan as a result of a cross between 

Turkey Red x Fultz-Durtmi. 

2. Alba (Redmond). The variety rows about SL. inches tall, 

late maturin, awnieted and has winter growth 

habit. Alba produces about 8 tillers per plant 

and has soft white kernels. reeder of this 
variety was Professor A, Q. Duiion, Louvain, 

Belgium. In about 1952, Alba was introduced in 

!il1amette Valley, Ore:on, where it was called 

Redmond by a farmer. 
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3. White Winter (C. I. 2l9). White Winter is a late, 
awnieted winter variety. The variety ,rows 

about 60 inches tali, and has soft white kernels. 
Ihite Winter produces about 10 tillers per plant. 

¿. White Holland (C. I. 11339). The variet:r is about 8 

inches tall, awnieted, lato in maturity and has 

winter ..'rowth habit. It produces about 7 tillers 
per plant and has soft white kernels. White 

T.Iolland was developed by Ernaritus, Prof. L. 

i3rochema, W enin,'.en, the Netherlands by back-. 

crossin; a selection from Square head x Zeeuwscho 

on Square head. 

The four varieties were used to make three crosses, 
(1) Alba x Norm 10, (2) White inter x Worin lO, and (3) 

White Holland x Noi.n 10. The crtsses were made in the 
summer of 195L at the Tyslop A 'rononiy Farm, Corvallis, 
Ore'Ion. The F seeds wore sown in the fall at the stme 

location and harvested in te summer of l95. Additional 
parental crosses were made ingreenhouso t.o obtain F1 seeds 
for later 'onerations. In 19 the following enerations 
of each cross were grown: Parents (P1 and P2), F and F2. 

The p1antin for 196 consisted of P2, F1, F2 and F3 

generation of each cross. 



Figure 1: Four parent varieties used in the 
study, (1) Norm 10 (2) Alba (3) 
White Winter (Lt) White Holland. 
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Experimental 1)esi:n 

In 1955 the parents, F1 and renerations of the 

three crosses, were sown on !ìyslop Aronomy Farn, Corvallis, 

Ore on. There were two parent rows followed by one F1 and 

five F2 rows. The seed was planted in rows 25 feet 1onr 

and 13 Inches wide. Ith.in a row the seeds were three 

inches apart. In 1956 the rors were 13 feet and 13 

inches apart. Two parent and one row were planted after 

every 20 F3 rows. 

Measurement s 

Measurements were TLade íor each of the five characters 

as: 

1. Date of headinr. Ileadin date was recorded on mdlvi- 

dual plants of the parents Fj and F2 generations. The 

mean hoadin date of the F3 was obtained from Indivi- 
dually targed F3 plants in each row. A plant was 

considered fully eaded when all of the heads were 

fully emerged. 

2. Plant heiht. The heirht of parents F1 and F2 plants 

was measured In inches from the soil to the tip of the 

tallest head, dIsregarding awns. Height of F3 line 

was taken as an average of 10 plants in a row selected 

at random. 
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3. Tillerina. The number of heads per plant containing 

one or more mature seeCs :ere counted. Lata !ere 

taken on individual plants of the parents, F1 and F2 

erierations. The number of tillers of F3 rows was 

obtained as t iean of 10 plants in a row taken at 

random. 

Li.. .awnedness. 2 plants were classified in one of the 

three classes: 

Â. Apical].y awniebed. Short awniets 1-15 mm. long 

at the apex of the spike. 

. Intermediate (awnieted). Awniets 3 to L0 mm. long, 

the shorter ones occuring near the base of the 

spike and length increasing toward the apex. 

C. Awned. An awn or beard terminsting the lemmas 

on all spikelets. Lenth varied from one to 

three inches. 

Each F3 L»OW was classified as either awnieted, 

seregatin or awned on tne basis of 10 plants taken 

at random in a row. 

s. (erne]. color. S.eeds fro each F2 plant were classified 
in one of tue two classes (A) Red or (B) White. ach 

j:i3 row was o.Lacsifiod as either white, sereating or 
red on th basis of 10 lants taken at random in a row. 
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Methods of Analysis 

Frequency distributions were constructed in tabular 

and :raphic form for each cross for date of headin, oient 

hei;ht and ti1lerng from the individual plant date of 

parents, F1, F2 and mean of the F3 row. Variances were 

calculated by the use ot' the followinT formula (20, u 

J = S(fx) - S(fx) 
N-1 

f frequency 

N = total nunber of plots 

J= variance 

X class center 

X = mean 

heritability values were determined by two methods: 

i. The F2 variance method (23, p. 60-609) 

H = J F /' ' J2 X 100 
JF2 

2., - Total F2 variance 

¿pl = Variance of one parent 

= Jarianee of other parent 
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2. The regression of F3 pro-eny means on F2 plant 

values (23, p. 605-609). 

H x 100 
y 

mean of the earlier generation 

mean of the later generation 

the regression of y on x 

Inter-generation correlations and correlation co- 

efficients for different characters were ca1clated 

(20, p. i42). 

r NS(xy) - S(x) . S(y) 

/(x2) - S(x)2 /(y2) - 3(y)2 

A factorial analysis was made on the data of date of 

heading as outlined by Allard (2, p. 81-83). Awnednoss 

and kernel color were studied by a x2 test, which was used 

to fit the observed ratios to the expected ratios for 

goodness of fit. Total number of parents, F1 and F2 

plants and F3 rowe' classified for the study in 195 and 

1956 are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Number of parents, F1, and F2 plants 
and F rows used in f he study in 1955 
and 1956. 

Generation 
Cross Year __________________________________ 

P2 F1 F2 F3 

Alba x Norm io 

1955 (plants) 

1956 (plants) 

1956 (rows) 

White Winter x North 10 

1955 (plants) 

1956 (plants) 

1956 (rows) 

white Holland x North 10 

1955 (plants) 

1956 (plants) 
1956 (rows) 

Lì0 11L1 O 779 

56 37 12 525 

21 21 1 0 LO1 

L2 11ti O 729 

J47 87 16 300 

19 19 1 0 373 

55 11L. o 713 

60 37 7 773 

13 18 i o 3L17 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESJLTS 

The data on the inheritance of dato of heading, plant 
hei-ht, ti11eri, awnodness and kernel color in the three 
crosses are presented. Heritability values for date of 

headin, plant heiht and tillerin and t e de ree of 

associt1on between these ciiarscters are also reported. 
Norm 10, one of the parent varieties, is known to be 

subject to more outorossing than most other wheat varieties. 
To determine whether, under the environmental conditions of 

these studies, outerossing rni:ht have an effect on the be- 
havior of the hybrid plants, the amount of otcrossin: was 

measured. Some ),797 Norm io plahts were counted and 166 

off-types observed giving a percenta o of 3.S percent. 
This porcentae compares favorably with the range of L-6 
percent of natural crossin, reported for wheat. 

Date of Heading 

Norm 10 heads about 20 days earlior than the other 
three parental varieties at Corvallis, Oregon. The Fa's of 
each cross were nearly intermediate in heading, but more 

toward tUo ear1: parent than lato parent. 
The inheritance study of heading date was made by 

classifying F2 plants of Alba x Norm io, White Winter x 

Norm io and White Holland x North 10 into daily frequency 
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classes in 195f and 196. The results of the 195 studies 

are reported in Table 2 and shown graphica11: in Fiure 2. 

The F2 netio was tore variable than the parents as 

indicated by t:e variance and parental types wore recovered 

in F2 generation of eac:i cross. Lar:e number of F2 plants 

appeared to be in the early group as compared to the late 

group. The frequency curves in F1:ure 2 showed that each 

curvo had two or more rodes. This would su ;est the in- 

herita.nco of date cf heading may not be too complex. 

In the cross of hite Holland x Norm io, an arbi- 

trary division was made between the early and late rroup 

at the May 20 heading; date. This was the minimum fre- 
quency class in this part of the curve. Half of the 

individuals of this class and the individuals above it were 

added. toether and the other half of the class and the 

indivIduals below it were added. There wore 522 F2 plants 

in the early roup and 172 plants in the lato roup. This 

:ave a ratio of 12 to L, which indicated that there were 

at least two pair of pones contro1lin: dato of heading in 

this cross. 
Similar divisions were made between early and late 

rroups in the White Winter x North 10 and Alba x Worin 10 

crosses at the Nay 2]. and 23 hoadin dato respectively, 

In White Winter x tJorin 10 cross 6S6 F2 planLa were in the 

early roup and L6 in the late group. In Alba x North 10 
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Table 2: Frequency distribution of parents and F2 enerEìt1on for date of heading in three wheat crosses grown in 19. 

Cross or Date of heading in 4ay 
2 

!1:!:Y Gen.93-01112l311lS 16 17 13 19202122 232L2 26 27 28 29 0 31 32 Totlx 

Norm 10 P 20 2 26 25 16 112 9,9 1,73 

Alba P 9 9 12 7 1 2 1O 28.7 1.795 

White Winter P 5 13 13 5 1 L2 27.3 1.610 

White Holland P 1 2 1! 19 19 55 300 1.037 

(Piba x Norm 10) F2 1 3 3 7 15 !3 69 121 U6 91 57 75 5 30 17 22 8 1 1 ) o o i 7LO 17.9 8.961 

(w. w. x Norm 10) F2 2 7 2 13 18 L3 92 81 112 130 103 b7 12 18 17 2 1 0 0 0 2 702 17.2 6.613 

(w. H. x Norm 10) 12 3 ° 5 10 22 61. 13 72 93 167 35 3I I7 1O 15 2 11 0 1. 691. 18,6 9,038 
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cro 69S F2 plants were in the early ;;roup and LiS in the 

late rroup. The data in both crosses gave a cloo 
approximation to a 1:l ratio. .ihese ron:1ts again 

sugçested the possibility of tc factors. Since the F1 

plants were found to be nearly internediate between the 

parents in these crosses, the possi Ii:ty o duplicate 
nene action which would ive a l to I ratio would be in- 

likely. Another possibility is thit one of the genes is 
much stronger than the other in its efect on date of 

headinp, 

On the assumption that North 10 is of the genotype 

AABB and the other parent aabb and the effect of A is four 

times greater than B, the F2 genotypes u1d head on 

certain dates and behave in F3 as shown In Table 3. Norm 

10 headed on May 9 and White Flolland May 29 at Corvallis, 
Oreon. Gene A was assumed to have an effect of B days 

and rene B of 2 days. 
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Table 3: IJeadin, date of F2 enotypes and their 
breeding behavior in F3 generation. 

No. of Date of F Breeding 
F2 Genotypes Plants Heading ehavior 

BB i May 9 Early 
AABb 2 May 11 Se,. more early 

than late 
AAbb 1 May 13 Early 
AahB 2 May 17 12 Ses. more early 

than late 
AaBb May 19 Seg. more early 

than late 
Aabb 2 May 21 Seg. more early 
____ ______ than late 
aaBB 1 May 2 Late 

aaBb 2 May 27 Seg. more late 
L. than early 

aabb i May 29 Late 

According to this hypothesis 12/16 F2 plants would be 

in early rup and L/i6 in late roup. The observed F2 

data of White Holland x Norm 10 cross agrees well iith 
the calc1ated with a P between .9 - .50. The data from 

the other two crosses, Alba x Norm io and White Winter X 
Norm io, iricated the possibility of different kind of 
gene action in these crosses than in White Holland x 

Norm 10 cross. 
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The F3 studies were nado with White Holland x Norm 10 

in 196. The res1ta are presented in Table 1i 
and graphed 

in Figuro 3. If the dividing point between the early and 

lato T;roup is considered at May 22, the early roup has 

iL8 F3 rows and the late group S2 rows. Aocorc1in to the 

hypothesis iven in Table 3, the ecirly rvup should have 

l0 rows and the late roup 0 rowe. The observed F3 data 

on White Holland x North 10 cross seen to be in agreement 

with the theoretical data with F between .9 - .S0. 

Additional F2 tud1es were conducted in 1956 with the 

three crosses. The data are sunmarizod in Table 5 and shown 

graphically in Fiure )4.. In all crosses there was a de- 

finite break between the early and late group at May 21 

ìïeaclin:, date. The two :roups and the observed ratio in 

eaci.. cross are iven in Table 6. 

Table 6: Classification of F2 plants into early and 
late groups, in three wheat crosses brown 
in 1956. 

Observed 
Io. of F2 Plants Ratio 

Cross Early Late 

Alba x Norm io 203 55 12.6:3.L 

w. w. x Norm io 29Lj. 53 13.6:2.1i 

W. H. x Norm 10 307 53 13.6:2.i. 

The observed ratios between early and late :.10UP5 in 
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?»b1e lu Frcquenc d1tributiot of parents and F3 rows fo date of headiAi in White Holland x Norm 10 cross grown in iy6. 

Croes or Date of heading in )cay Total 

Variety Gen. 7 3 9 10 11 12 13 lIt ]. 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2ì. 2 2627 23 29 30 31 rows _______ 

Norm lo p 2 8 1 1 12 10,0 

White iloliand P 2 8 2 12 30.0 

(w. E. x Norm 10) F, i. O O O 3 1. S 17 2 1 2tj 18 10 11 U 7 9 6 6 7 8 3 1 200 1.3 



4:- 



Table 5: Frequency distribution of oarents, F1 and F2 generation, for date 
of heading in three wheat croises rown in 1956. 

Cross or Date of heading in May 

Variety Gen. 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 Total S 

North 10 P 13 3Lj 27 7L 6.9 1.9L5 

Alba P 16 26 L. L6 28.0 .993 

White Winter P 5 2L. 17 1 L7 27.1 1.514.3 

White flolland P 2 29 13 L19 31.2 .750 

(Alba X Norm lo) F1 5 6 11 13.6 .300 

(w. W. x Norm 10) F1 iLi. 1 1 16 12,9 .933 

(A. }. x Norm 10) F1 5 1 1 7 15.Li 2.500 

(Alba x Noxn 10) F2 5 114. 29 38 14L 71 15 214 12 1 258 17.1 15.930 

(w. W. x North 10) F2 214. 14)4 70 614. 29 63 22 22 8 1 314.7 15.2 17.14.97 

(W. H. x Norm 10) F2 15 17 58 71.. 514. 39 6 114. 27 L 2 360 l6.L 17.220 
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each cross seem to indicate two paIr of 7 enes, one of them 

more powerful than the other on its effect on earline:a of 

hea din:. 
Heritability measurements are of interest to the plant 

breeder primarily as a measure of the value of selection 
for particular characters in various types of pro: enics and 

as an index of transmissibility. The herital:iiit values 

for date of heading were calculated from both F2 and F3 

data. These heritabi1it values are iven in Table 7. 

Table 7: The heritability values for dato of 
heading in three wheat crosses. 

tability values in pereentaçe 
Cross F2 var1a F2 variance Rerressi 

_____________________ method method method 

Alba x Norm 10 80,3 91.5 - - - 

. w. x ìIOifl 10 7L..6 90.1 - - - 

vJ. h. x borin lO 85.2 93.0 137.7 

The heritability values in each cross were extremely 

high and showed the total 2 variation consisted largely 
of genetic variation. 
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Plant eiht 

The parents used in each cross difrered :reatly In 

height. The tall parents, Alba, White Winter and White 

Holland, avoraed 53, 9 and 7 inches and Norm 10, 30 

inches tall dirinp both years of these studies. The data 

for l9 and l96 for plant hel::hts are summarized In 

Table B and 9 resDeotively. There was considerable environ- 

mental effect on the parent and F1 plants as the variances 

of these two non-segregatin. generations were quite high. 

The F1 plants in each cross were quite near in heir;ht to 

that of tìe taller parent. 
The neasurernents Lor plant heiht were iade on F2 

plants of Alba x Norm 10, WhIte Winter x Norm 10 and 

White holland x Norm 10. The F2 proenies of the three 

crosses in each year behaved similarly except the averae 
plant hei ht in l96 was more than in 19. This indicated 
the number of genes govornin:: plant heIht and their mode of 

action could he similar in the three crosses. The F2 

plants vaied. considerably in hei;ht and both parents types 
were recovered ifl each cross, These data and similar other 
observations from Norm 10 crosses showed some possible 

transgressive segregation for both tallness and shortness. 
The F2 plant measurements are shown graphically in 

Figure 5 and Figure 6. The curves from the F2 data of all 
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crosses In two years showed no definite break. Beceise of 

the nature of F2 curves it was not possible to determine 

the number of genes by the factorial method. 

T1e F3 families were g:rown in l96 from te individual 

F2 plants. The F3 data are presented in Table 10 and 

praphed in Fi:ure 7. The Alba x florin 10 frequency curve 

rese1bled the one obtained from the F2 data in 1955. How- 

ever, the WhIte Winter x Norm 10 F3 curve showed definite 

breaks at certain points. An unusual situation was found 

in the F3 c:enepatjon of the White o1land x 1orin li crs. 

A large number of F3 families fell in the short classes, 

thich was different from the other crosses. 

The heritability values for plant hei ht were cal.. 

culated fran F'2 and F3 data and are reported in Table 11. 

Table II: The heritabi1it: values for plant height 
in three wi.eat crosses. 

fieritabi].iti Vies in Percentage 
1955 1956 

Cross F2 variance 2 variance eion 
method iuethod method 

Alba x }orin 10 90.9 95.3 82.1. 

w. w. x Norm 10 ¿31,3 93.7 

W. Hi. x orin 10 81.9 9.5 86.0 



Table 3: Frequency distribution of parent$ and F2 enerat1on for plant 
hel:bt In three wheat crosses rown In I95, 

Class Conter jnciies) 
Gross or 

2 Variety Gen. 18 23 28 33 3S 143 8 358. 63 68 73 Total S 

Norm 10 P 32 7 7 llLi 27 7.513 

Alba P 26 lL. LjO 50 3.232 

White Winter P 1 L. 2L 13 L2 5l4 13.927 

White Holland i L 10 36 L. 55 52 12.214 

(Alba x Norm 10) F2 4- 12L1 152 199 169 73 il 730 L2 514.306 

(W. W. x Noriri 10) F2 1 39 97 130 191 1614 9L 12 1 729 143 5L1.62O 

(W. H. x Norm 10) F2 2 17 5L 13L. 172 172 10.5 50 6 712 140 55.2L15 

o 
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Table 9: Frequency dIstribution of parents, F1 and F2 generation for 
plant height in three wheat crosses ;rown in 1956. 

Cross or Class Center (inches) 

Variety Gen. 18 23 23 33 38 L3 L.8 53 58 63 68 73 Total S2 

Norm 10 P 2 81 L. 87 33 2.233 

Alba P 21 36 1 58 56 5.2L.6 

White Winter P 1 14. 32 10 L7 63 11.261 

White ilolland P 1 13 L2 L 60 62 6.9B3 

(Albu x Norm 10) F1 3 9 12 52 2.273 

(W. W. x Norm 10) F1 1 8 5 2 16 56 16.666 

(W. t. x Norm 10) F1 1 1 2 7 5L 12.833 

(Alba X Norm 10) F2 2 1 9 33 65 79 125 121 68 21 1 525 L8 72.521 

(W. W, x Norm lo) 6 29 68 113 112 la9 iI8 110 22 3 300 52 79.168 

(W. i, x Norm lo) F2 9 29 68 120 115 156 136 102 3L L1. 773 51 88.39L 

4:- 





Table 10: Frequency distribution of parents and F3 rows for plant height in three wheat crosses rown in 19ó. 

Cross or Class Center (inches) 
Variety Gen. 14 27 30 33 39 I2 L I8 i 7 6063 66 69 72 7 Total x S2 

Norir 10 P 2 11 ¿ 19 31, 3,389 

Ploa i I O 6 12 19 6 8.889 

White Winter P 3 3 6 17 6h 8,i&3 

White Holland p 2 3 8 3 16 63 9.O7 

( iba x N orin 10) 3. 2 L iI 30 O I7 S2 60 i8 L.l 31 i 6 1 LO2 t6 61.731 

(ì::.T.xIor1nìO) F3 3 6 1L 27 Ij.2 27 L2 69 IO L2 20 30 11 I. i 378 ]. 69,671 

(. H. X Norm 10) F3 1 9 ló 28 ia Lo 36 33 31 31 20 10 3 1 1 1 37 I6 81Ji6 
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The heritability values were similar in all crosses, 

and quite high, ranging fro 81 to 96 percent. This 

showed a great part of the total variation in the segre- 

gating generations was controlled by genetic factors. The 

values obtained by two methods, F2 variance and regression 

of F3 progenies means on F2 plants, were of the same ragni 

tude. 

Tillering 

The four parents used in the crosses had essentially 

the same number of tillers. The data for 19 on the number 

of tillers are presented in Table 12 and shown grahically 

in Fj:ure 8. The standard deviation and coefficient of 

variation values of the narents populations wore quite 

high, showing ths.t environnent had a great influence on 

the number of tillers. The coefficient of variation for 

Norm 10, Alba, White Winter and White Holland were 3, L9, 

0 and L6 percent respectively. 

The number of ti1ler were counted on F plants of 

Alba x Norm 10, White Wintcr X Liorin 10 and hite ioliund 

X Norm 10. In the three crosses, the parents were as 

variable as the F2 populations, as neasured by the standard 

deviation and coefficient of variation. 

The breeding behavior of the individual F2 plants was 
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studied by rowin F3 families frori them. Avera e number 

of tillers were recorded on 3t7 F.. rows of WWte Holland 

x Noriri 10. Summary of the results obtained frn the F3 

rows is given in Table 13. The mean, standard deviation 

and coefficient of variation of F3 data were practically 

the same as of the parents. The data on F3 rows of the 

other two crosses, Alba x Norm 10 and White Winter x 

Norm 10 were not gethered, because these crosses showed 

similar reslts F2 to White Holland x Norm 10, 

The heritability values for number of tillers were 
calculated and are given in Table iLk 

Table lLt: The heritability values for number of 
tillers of the three wheat crosses 
grown in 1955. 

Cross Heritahilit values in ercenta':e 

Alba x Norm io 11.3 

White Jinter X Norm io 33.6 

White Holland x Norm 10 28.L. 

The heritability values ran:ed fron 11.3 percent for 

Alba x Norm io cross to 33.6 percent for Whte Wintor x 

Norm io. 
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Table l2 Frequenei distributions f parents nd F2 generations for number of tillers in three wheat crosses grown in l9. 

Cro or ci Center (k of jUers) 
Variety 2 17 20 23 2 29 32 338L U ¿7 Total X S C.V. gercent 

Worin 10 P 9 3 29 20 l 3 2 11h 8. LJL8 3 

Alba P 3 15 5' 2 8 3 to 8.I .11 9 

White Winter P 2 7 10 8 7 1 3 2 2 L2 12.0 S.?7 50 

White Holland P 10 11 19 U i Ç 7,Q 3.19 I6 

(!lba x Norm 10) F2 120 178 206 163 60 17 5 3 1 5 1 779 8l 1.58 56 

(w.w.xicormnlø) F2 66 lL2 l]J 1h8 U 61 Lì 16 9 8 o i. o i o 2 729 11.0 6,35 58 

(w. ir. x Norm 10) F2 122 203 200 LLt 36 21 10 3 0 2 711 7.5 Ì.28 57 





Table 13: Frequencj distribntion of parents and F3 rows into classes for 

number of tillers in White Holland x Norm 10 cross rown in l96. 

Cross or Number of tillers Total Av. 

Variety Gen. 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 lIt. 15 rows tillers S C. V. 

Norm 1G P 1 5 L 3 2 1 16 10,2 1.36 13.3 

White Holland P 3 Ij. L L 1 16 9.8 l.2LL 12.7 

(W. H. x Norm 10) F3 3 2L1. 70 90 61 5L 26 11 7 1 3L7 9.6 1.67 17.L1 

o 
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AWfledflO SS 

The parents, Aibs, 1hite 1ntor and White Holland, 

were classified s apca1ly awn1ete and Norm 10 as 

awned (Figure 1). The F1 plante oi tLe throe crosses 

Alba x Norm 10, White Winter x Worin 10 and White Holland 

Norin 10, were found to Ivo awrìs of an intermediate 

lenth. Awn tips of F1 plants were distinctly longer than 

the awnietod. parent, but much nearer to awnieted parsnt 

than to the awned parent. This showed the dominance of 

awnieted over awneci condition in these three crosses. 

The classification for awnedness was nade on F2 p'ants 

of the three crosses. The i2 plants were classified into 

three classes: apic11 anîeted, intermediate and awned. 

The first two classes, apicaÏly awnieted and intermed.îte, 

were added toethor and are reported as awnloted in 

Table l. 

Table l: Classification of F2 plants for awnedness 
01 three wheat crosses grown in l95. 

No. of Fg Plants P Value 
s s dTotsl 3:1ra tio ---ao __AwnietedAwne 

Alba x North 10 S97 18]. 778 .0 - .20 

w. w. x worin 10 5t.8 180 728 .9 - 

W. H, Norm 10 t4 170 711 .O - .20 



Grouping the awnleted and intermediate classes to- 

ether and testinr' the fit to a 3 to i ratio 1ves a X.2 

value of l.l6O for Alba x North io cross; a x2 value of 

.OlL7 for White Winter x Norm io cross and a value of 

,797 for White Holland x Noria 10 cross. The P values 

obtained fror the three crosses were quite high and 

sugested a single Lactar difference to control the 1enth 

of awns. 

The data of 1956 F2 studies are .iven in Table 16. 

Table 16: Classification of F2 plants for awnedness 
of three wi.eat crosses ,rown in 1956. 

No, of Fp Plants P Value 
Cxss Awnieted Awned. Total 3:1 ratio 

Alba x Norm 10 386 139 525 .50 - .20 

W, W. X Norm 10 95 205 800 .95 - .50 

W. H, x North 10 581 188 769 .95 - .50 

The X2 and P values for the three crosses in 1956 were 

comparable to the 1955 values and hence demonstrated that 

length. of awns was overned by a single gene. 

The accuracy of the F2 classification was checked by 

studyin the behavior of the F3 families from F2 plants of 

the three crosses. The F3 families were classified either 
awnieted, se;regatir or awnod. The summary of the F2 

plant classification and their breedin behavior in F3 for 



Alba x North IO is presented in Table 17. 

Table 17: F2 plants and their breeding behavior in 
F3 for awnedness of Alba x Norm 10 crcss. 

F3 breeding Fp Classification - 

behavior Awnietod Intémodiate Mined Total It 

Awnieted 

Segregati ng 

Awne d 

Total 

6 o 81 

13 206 9 228 

O 0 90 90 

38 212 99 399 

L- 12 for goodness of Cit to 1:2:1 ratio = 3.95i7, range of 

P = .02 - .01. 

In the Alba x Norm io croes, the observed numbers 

compared with a calculated 1:2:1 ratio does not indicate a 

satisfactory agreement to the sïn,1e factor hypothesis. 0f 

the 212 12 plants classified as intermediate, 206 of them 

proved to be heterozygous, but as 13 ot of 83 F2 plants 

classified as awnieted segreated in F3, indicated the 

diffic:1ty of prope1y c1assifyin the hoterozyrous group. 

The results in Table 18 show the agreement of the 

F2 plants and their breeding behavior In F3 of White Winter 

X North 10 cross. 
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Table 13: 2 plsnts and teir breeding beiïavior in 
F fcr awnedness of White Winter x 
Nrin 10 cross. 

F3 breeding 2 C1assifiction 
behavior A1eted Intexriediate Awned Total L 

Awnieted 70 8 0 78 

Segregating 202 3 209 

Awned O 0 89 39 

Total 7L. 210 92 376 

L1 y2 for oodness of fit to 1:2:1 ratio 5.331, 
range of P .10 - .OS. 

In thls cross the P value obtained fror the F3 fai1ies 
agreed satisfactorily to a 1:2:1 ratio. 

The breeding behavior of F2 plants in F3 generation 

for awnodness of White Holland x Norm 10 cross is shown 

in Table 19. 

Table 19: F2 plSfltS and their breeding behavior in 
F for awnedness of White Holland x Norm 
id cross. 

F3 breeding F2 C1assifiction 
behavior Awnieted Interrediate Awned Total L 

wn.leted 75 3 1 79 

Sere, atinT 11 173 189 

Awned o 2 76 78 

Total 86 178 32 3L6 
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L1 xJ for oodness of fit to a 1:2:1 ratio, 2.9596, 

range of P = .50 - .20. 

The P value calc;lated fror the families of White 

olland x Norm 13 a reed verr well to 1:2:1. 

Kernel Color 

Arnoru, the four parents used to ake the crosses, 

Norm io had red, Alba, White Wthter and White Holland, 

white kernel color. The F1 plants of the three crosses 

produced red kernels, but muc' lighter in color than the 

red parent. 

The F2 plants of the three crosses were classified 

for kernel color. Considerable varIation in kernel color 

was observed in 2 plants. A few plants resembled the red 

or white parent, but most of them gave various shades of 

red color. Because öL the difficulty to make precise 

classification within the red color, all the F2 plants 

were classified as either red or white. The studies wore 

made in l95 and 1956. For convenience the data of two 

years are combined and reported in Table 20. 
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Table 20: Classification of F2 plants for kernel 
color of three wheat crosses rrown in 

1955 and 1956. 

No. of 2 Plants P value 
Cross Red White Total 63:1 ratio - 

Alba x Norm 10 1239 16 1301i. .50 - .20 

w. W. x North 10 1L98 2L1. 1522 1.00 - .99 

W. II. x Norm 10 iL.65 19 lL8L .50 - .20 

Testinr the fit to 63:1 ratio ives value of 

.8116 for Alba x Norm 10 cross, a value of O for tJhite 

Winter x Norm 10 cross, a value of .7067 for White 

holland y Norm 10 cross. The P values in all the crosses 

vere fairly h1h and indicated a three factor difference 

for kernel color. 

The hreedln behavior of F, plants was studied by 

'rowing F3 peneration of each cross. The seed from F3 

rows were classified either red, se;reatinï., or white. 

Becai'se the classifcatíon based on a sample of 10 plants 

out of 50 plants in a row, so of the se:re:ating rows 

ni51t have been misclassified. Therefore, more emphasis 

was ivan to the F3 beiavior of wiite F2 plants. The red 

and segregatin classes are combined and given in Table 21. 



Table 21: Classification of F rows for kernel 
color In three wheat crosses. 

O. or F3 ROWS 
Cross Red -Sereatin WhIte Total 

Alba x I\orin 10 L1 39È3 3 LjOl 

W. w. x Norm 10 L2 372 6 378 

W, H. x Norm 10 L3 3Li4 3 3L7 

L1 ..2 based on a 63:1 ratio = l.228 and P .0 - .20 

,2 
=2 based on a 63:1 ratio = O and p i.00 - .99 

L3 =x2 based 
on a 63:1 ratio = .8117 and P ,O - .20 

All the white F2 plants bred white in F3 generation 

and. showed that there Tlants were hornozygous for the genes 

of white kernel color, In the three crosses the observed 

numbers were coparab1e to the calculated on the basis of 

63:1 ratio indicating three pair of genes overnin; kernel 

color in wheat, 

Correlation Studios 

The correlation coefficients for date of heading, plant 

heiíht, and number of tillers vere calctlated in F2 oner- 

ation of each cross. The simple correlation coefficient 

values aro riven In Table 22. 

The va1ies between date of headin « . 
and niant height 

were relatively small and most of then were not statistically 



Table 22: Correlation coefficiente between different characters in the 
generation cf three wheat crosses grown in 1955 mnd 1956. 

Correlation Coefficients in Generation 
Alba x White Winter Whité flolland 

Character torin 10 x Norm 10 x Norm io 
1955 16 - 1955 1955 - I95 

Date of heading with 

Plant 

Tillers 

Plant heirht with 

Tillers 

4.073 +,052 

-.066 

4,200* 

* r values sir'nlficant at P = .05 

-.006 -.010 

-.156* 

+ 2 1 * 

4.133* +.027 

-.lko* -.115e 

4.231* +.027 

'rL 
o) 



siTn1fiCant at P .O. This indicated that head1n date 

had very little relationship with plant heiht. 
Fate of headth. gave neat1ve and small correlation 

coefficients with number of tillers, a1thou:h sorne values 

were statistically i:nificant at f' = .05. 

The correlation coefficients between plant hei;ht and 

number of tillers of the three crosses varied from +,027 

to +.25l. Some values were stetistically s!gnificant at 

P = .05, but for prediction purposes, all values were snail. 

The correlation coefficient values for different 

characters were determined in F3 :eneration of White Holland 

X Norm 10. Ail the values were very small varyiny from 

-0.019 between headn date and ni.mber of tillers, -0.099 

between plant heiht and number of tillers to +0.129 be- 

tween date of heading and plant heiht. None of the values 

were statistically sinificant at P = .05. 

The inter-enertion correlations between F2 and F 

were calculated for date of headi of White Hofland x 

Norm lo and for pint heiht of all three crosses. 

Values were very hi,c: and of the same manitude varying 

from +.85i for date of headIn to +.86 for plant height. 

These values were highly significant at P = .05 and hence 

showed that these two characters were highly heritable. 



DISCUSSI ON 

Plant characters primarily show two kinds of lnherî- 

tance, quant1t3tive and qualitative. Quantitative inheri- 

tance is of interest and inportant in enet1cs, plant 

bxeoding and evolution because most characteristics of 

practical V lue in agriculture and the majority of differences 

between species show this type of heredity. In the present 

study date of headin. and plant heiht show quantitative 

inheritance. According to the cenerally aooepted hypothesis 

(26, p. 121-lLi.9) typical quantitative characters are under 

the control of a 1are number of enes or factors whicui are 

similar and relatively small in effect, non-dominant in 

expression and which act in a cumulativo rianner. 

Quantitative charcters relate to measurable differences 
in deFree rather than in kind and in their inheritance 

usually exhibit a continuous ranre of variability in serro- 
rating populations. This ;roup 01' hereditary characteritics 
is particularly suscepttble to environmental influences. It 
should be emphasized that it is the manner of reaction under 

particilar conditions that is inherited and not the charac- 

ter itself. 

At present the cene is considered the smallest unit of 

heredity. The genes are known by teir effects. The laws 

of their transmission are in fact inferences from the 
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distribution of phenotypes, that i, fron the appearance of 

the differentiating characters. In the hiher plants and 

animala, most of these characteristics do not arise directly 

from the genes but resüt from a chain of developmental 

processes. Those processes are initiated by a gone or 

genes and leadin; troth interactions, wit events con- 

trolled by other genes and factors of the internal and ex- 

torna? environment to the final phenotype. 

Because of the fact that quantitative characters are 

considerably under the environental influences, a sinlo 
rene, governi .. ng the inheritance of a character, may give 

various phenotypic expressions under different environments. 

This situation is further cop1icated by the presence of 

modifyin genes and t: eir action on the major ;enes in the 

expression of a phenotype. The type of interaction, in 

which several enes with small expression exert their chief 

effects by changing the magnitude of effect of a major ene, 

is referred to as rnodifyin genes and the minor yenes as 

modifiers. Because of the mutual interaction among many 

genes in producing a phenotype it is probable that most 

genes may function as modifiers (26, p. l2l-1L.9). These 

aro the basis of some of the difficulties a plant breeder 

has to face in evaluating the genotype obtained from 

hybrids. 
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A qiantitative character arises as a roi1t of inter- 

action between a 1ar:o number of genes and environments. 

Since environments differ from one area to another, results 

of experiments obtained from one place re more useful for 

that area. The knowled e of the present study on the 

inheritance of date of heading, plant hei:ht and tillerinp 
are of immediate importance to the wheat breeder. The 

three crosses used in these studies were part of the wheat 

breedin proßrarn underwa: at Ore:on State College, Corvallis, 

Oregon. The inforniation ma be useful in developing. 

varieties of proper maturity, heiht and tillering for 

Western Oreon, 

Sometimes the amount of outerossing of parent varieties 
mai' cause a serious problem in evaluatin. the experimental 

results. Noriri 10, one of the parents in the three crosses, 

has been noticed to be subject to moro outcrossing than 

most other varieties. The percenta:e outcrossing for this 
variety at Corvallis, Ore.on, was found to be comparable to 

the natural percentage reported for wheat. One of the 

possible exìlanstions for the low amount of outerosses would 

be because Norm io heads much earlier than the other 

varieties and very little forei;n wheat pollen were present. 
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Date of Heading 

The results on the inheritance of date o1 headiní in 
the three crosses showed that earliness was partially 
dominant and controlled by at least two pair of genes. 

For te basis of assi nm. factors to each parent, Norm 10 

would have dominant enes AAB and Alba, White Winter and 

White Holland the recessive genes aabb. Gene A is more 

powerful than gene B In producing early plants. The (one A 

apparently does not :'ive constant effect on, date of heading 

under different environmental conditions. The F2 results of 

the three crosses in l9 showed different ratios between 

early and late group of plants than in 196, under the same 

two factor hypothesis. This indicates that the genes re- 
acted differently to the environments in the two years. 
These results a;ree with the findins of Allard (2, p. 82), 

who observed in thrae oi the five experiments, a single ;ene 

governing most of the F2 getc variability for date of 

heading. It was further noticed that if the same .:ene was 

involved in all three crosses, its dominance ro1ationhips 
were not constant but varied with environment from weakly 

dominant to sliht1y over dominant. 

The results on date of headin, indicated rather simple 

inheritance of this oaracter, However, the mode of action 
of the enes could not be established from the two years of 
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data. Thereíoro, it would b desirable to continue the 

studies for a few iore years to find the approximate mode 

of action of enes. 

North 10 is not grown co«nierciaily in the Unite(1 States 

but it has been widely used s a parent in crosses. The 

variety has some enes which con Lrol the inheritance of 

important characters such as earliness. Because of the 

simple nature of the tnheritance of date of heading in 

North 10 crosses, it hou1d be quite possible to transfer 

the 'enes for earliness froi Norm 10 to other varieties 

otherwise quite desirable by either the pedigree or back- 

cross method. 

Plant Height 

The data on plant hiht frori the three crosses in- 

dicated that tallness was partially dominant over shortness 

and inheritance of this character was overned either by a 

large number of genes or the effect of modifying genes was 

so reat that effect of a few major nenes was hidden. Sorno 

of the recovered F3 lines were nearly homozyous both for 

tallness and shortness in each cross. Moreover the 

curves, particularly of 4hite !inter X Norm io, showed 

what appeared to be more than one node. These fcts would 

seem to indicite a rather low number of major and a few 

modifyirn g ones :overni r; plant hei»;ht. 
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The data of the three crosses in two years showed 

that nuìber of penes overnin, plant heic:ht and their mode 

of action could be similar in the three crosses. However, 

an unusual situation was found in the F3 Thite Holland x 

Norm 10 cross. A large number of F3 fa1ies fell in the 

short classes. This could probabi: be explained on the 

facts that in 1956 the planin: of this cross was in one 

area of the field where the .:rowth of the plants in heneral 

was not so Eood. The poor environmental conditions caused 

the reduction in height of the tall plants comparatively 

more than the reduction in heìht of the short plants. 

hith this, some of the F3 families which actually belon{ed 

to the tall group, would kve shifted to the short classes. 

Because of the nature of the curves obtained from the 

F2 results, factorial methods could not be used to analyse 

the data on plant hoi:ht. In order to botter understand 

the inheritance of this character, other experimental 

methods, such as components of variance method and parti- 
tioninr method, should be used. It miht be bettor to use 

the parent varieties which did not differ as ;reat1y in 

he1ht. Because in such cases the seuregation would be 

for a small number ol penes. very precaution must be 

taken to keec the experimental are a free of weeds and 

provide unifori conditions for plant {rowth throuhhout 

the rrowing season. 



Tillering 

It was found during this study that parents did not 

dflfer widely in the number of tillers. This makes an 

inheritance study d1ftiou1t. From the results it was 

evident that the envirorment had a reat influence on 

tillerin. A particular :enotype may produce hih or low 

number of tillers, dependin: upon t he environmental con- 

dition. Therefore, selection for this charicter would not 

be effective ifl the F2 

The results appear to show that capacity of strains 

for tiller production developed from the three crossea, 

could be affected by chaning some aronomic 

practices. Better environmontal conditions will encourage 

hih tiller production. Amon the agronomic practices, 
proper seedin; rate is the most important. In aL)aition to 

this, weeds must be kept at the minimum and proper amount 

of plant nutrients must be supplied. 

Awnedness 

Plant characters showing qualitative inheritance are 

easy to study. There is usually a cle r-cut seregation 
into definito and readily reconizabie classes. These 

characters are least affected by the envIronments. The 

data from the F1, F2 and F3 generations of the three crosses, 



indicated that am1eted condition was dominant cver awned 

and length of awns was controlled by a sinle eerie. On 

the basis of sinr;le factor difference, the parental ceno- 

types would be Norm 10 b1b1 and Alba, White Winter and 

White Holland B1B1. The conclusion agrees with the 

findings of Watkins and Sydney (33, p. 257). The inLeri- 

tance of awnednes was explained by assigning. B1B1b2b2 

genes to apically awnieted parent and b1b1b2b2 genes to 

awnod parent. Accoröing to this, the dninant gene B?L 

gives the awnieted condition and recessive b1b1 the awnea. 

Even on the basis of this hypothesis, tree genotypes will 

occur in the F2 generation in tie ratio of L apically 

wnloted (B1B1b2b2); 3 nearly intermediate (B1b1b2b2); 

ji awned (b1b1b2b2). This is a ratio of 1:2:1. Careful 

examination of the F2 genotypes shows that gene b2b2 did 

not contribute anything to the awn 1enth. Only one gene 

segregated in the F2 generations studied. The gene b2b2 

may be present but canrot be detected unless the cross is 

made with the other parent having dominant gene B2B2. 

Because of the fact that one gene governed the 1enh 
of awna in the crosses studied, homozygous awned or awnioted 

plants would appear very frequently in the F2 generation. 

Pence, a sal1 F2 population or these crosses will be 

needed to select trie desired genotype for awnedness. 
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Kernel Color 

Some characters sometines indicate a simple qualitativo 

inheritance but at other times behave in a more complex 

manner. The caso of kernel color in wheat is particularly 

illurninatin. The resulte were explained on the basis of 

three factor hypotheals overning the kernel color in three 

wheat crosses. Norm 10 has the genes AABBCC for red color 

and the other three parents aabbcc for white kernel color. 

The presence of any dominant r;ene gives red color. In F2 

-eneration various genotypes Will ive red color in different 

intensities, depending upon the number of dominant genes 

present. Out of 6L. F2 plants, 63 will have one or more 

dor,inant cenes, thus givin. red color, while only one will 

have all recoive nenes and :ive thite color. 

Althou[h there will be 63 out of 6L. F2 plants ivin 

red kernel color, yet only one will have all dominant genes. 

rjiherefore, selection can be made for red kerneled plants in 

the F2 generation but the nature of to çenotype will not be 

understood until their preny is t:d1ed in later goner- 

a t ions. 

Heritability Studies 

The knowledge of' number of genes conditlonin» a 

character is important anc determines the possibility of 
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occurin, a particular genotype in segregating generations. 
It also deterrines the size of F2 population a plant breeder 
should have in hIs breedin proran. In adition to the 

information about number of genes, a plant breeder is 

interested in mowing the generation in which selection 
will be most effective. 

Effective selection of desired gonctypes when con- 

ditioned by quantitative inheritance is usually difficult 
in segregating generations. Unless effective selection is 
practiced, no real progress can be nide. Hence, it ay 

become desirable to determine r enotypic variance in a 

segregating population in order to know the manitude of 
the heritable fraction. A knowlede of the heritability 
of eaci character should help iiprove the efficiency of 

select ion, 

Jertabiiity ì be defined in two ways. In the 

broad sense, heritaT:ility refers to the ratio of heritable 
variance to total variance. in the narrow sense it is 
defined as the ratio of additively enetic variance to 
total variance. The horitability values are used here in 
a broad sense and indicate the extent to which the expression 
of a character is under :enlc control. Permanent gain from 

selection in the sense of resemblance between offspring and 

their parents depends on the depree of relationship between 

genotype and phenotype. Total variance of an attribute in 
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a seçregatin, population is composed of a heritable portion, 

an environment portion and a portion due to :enetic environ- 

ment interaction. eritab1e variance is divided into (1) 

additive :.enetic variance (2) dominance variance and (3) 

epistatic variance. The correspondance between genotype 

and phenotyDe of a trait is expressed by heritability of 

that trait. 

The heritability values depen.d upon the specific plant 

material investigated, the character and environmental 

conditions and. control. The heritability values and 

correlation coefficients between F2 and F3 generation for 

date 01 headin:: and plant hei ht were very high. The 

intergeneration correlation coefficient for date of heading 

was .8l and for plant heiht +.86. Average heritability 

values of the three crosses in t years for date of 

heading was 93.2 percent and plant height 88.L. percent. 

This shows that selection for these characters will be 

effective in F2 eneration. xceptionally high heritability 
value of 137.7 percent for date of eading in White Holland 

X Norm 10 cross was obtained. ihis could be expected when 

the plant generations were rown in two different years, 

because of the difference in te environmental conditions 

each year. 

The horiiability values for number of tillers in the 
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three crosses were low in rianitudo varying from 11.3 por- 

cent to 33.6 percent. This provides conclusive evidence 

that selection for this character will not be effective in 

the F2 geflerLtion. 

Correlation Studies 

Correlation studies between different characters and 

between enerations are of special interest to the plant 

breeder. Such studies prvido inforration whether these 

characters or generations bave any relationship with the 

other character or generation. 

The correlation coefficients between some characters 

were statistically sinificant at P .O, but the values 

were low in ma-nitude and inconsistant in different years. 

From the plant breeder' s point of view, there i no relation- 
ship between the characters studied. Therefore, independent 

selection for a particular character can be nade. Selection 

is possible for early, short, hir;h tillering plants with the 

desired awnedness and kernel color. 

At present medium tall and nedluin late to late winter 

wheat varieties are grown in Wosteri Oregon. Tall varieties 
lodge under hih fert1lzation which reduces the yield and 

quality of wheat. These aro iore susceptible to the en- 

vironmental chanes (22,PSO-O8) as compared to short 
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varieties. As short varieties show defirito advanta.es, 

tere 5s a specIfic need for the development of early and 

ort varieties for etern Oreon. The resu1t of the 

present study provide defirite basis to start a breeding 

prograì to develop such v&rieties. The present study is 

not complete b itself and can be supplemented by more 

studies. 

There seems to be a considerable advantage in limiting 

further studies to one cross at a time. The demand on time 

in this study prevented detailed exam.nation of some of the 

characters. It would be worth while to include back-cross 

generations in addition to Fj, F2 and F3 generations in the 

future studies. 
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SUMMARY 

The need for the deve1oment of early, short, stiff 
strawed varieties is realized in Western Oregon. Essential 

to any plant breeding program is a knowled.e Of the rode 

of inheritance of desired &iaracters. Sti;dies on the in- 

horitance of date of headin, plant heit, nimber oi tillers, 
awnedness, and kernel color in three wheat crosses of Alba 

x Norm, 10, White Winter x Norm io and White Holland x 

Norm 10, were conducted at the Hyslop Agronomy Farm, 

Corvallis, (rer on, in 1955 and i96. 
The parents, P1 and F2 generation of each cross, were 

prown :1n 19. In addition to the above 'enerations, l96 
planting consisted of F3 eneration. Seeds were planted 

three inches apart in rows. The rows were 18 inches apart. 
Observations were recorded on the basis of irividual 
plants of parents, Fi and F2 generation and as the mean of 

F3 row Cor each character in th three crosses. 

Frequency distributions were constructed in tabular 
and graphic form for date of heading, plant heit and 

number of tillers from the data of parents F, F2 and F3 

generation of each cross. Heritability values, correlation 

coefficients and inter-eneration correlations were cal- 

culated. Inheritance of awnedness arid kernel color was 

studied by a j2 test. The pricipl reslts and conclusions 
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of this study were as fo11ow: 

1. Inheritance of date of head1n was overned by at 

least two pair of Lenes, one ene more effective 
than the other to the cause for develoicment of 

ear].v p1ants Partial dominance of earliness 
over shortness was demonstrated. It was con- 

cluded that Norm 10 was of the AABB genotype 

and Alba, White Winter and White Bolland of the 

aabb genotype. 

2. The F2 and F3 data of the three crosses indicated 

simple inheritance of plant height, but a Ereat 

effect of mod1fyin genes. The mean of F1 plants, 
cor' . p&red to the mid-parent value in each cross 

showed partial dominance of tallness over shortness. 

3. Since the oarents did not differ much in number of 

tillers, no dominance relationship was established 
from F1 data. The F2 and F3 enerations were as 

variable as the rents. 
L. The F1 was more rìer to the awnleted parent than 

the awned and hence showed dominance of awnieted 

condition over awned. The F2 arid F3 results in- 

dicated one gene contro1lin: length of awns. On 

this basis, Norm 10 is supposed to have recessive 

ene bb and Alba, White Winter and White holland 

dominant erie BB. 



5. The F2 and F3 results on kernel color were ex- 

plained on the baits of three factor hypothesis. 

Norm 10 t.u1d have the senes AABBCC and Alba, 

White Winter and White Holland aabbcc, 

6. On an averare of three crosses in two years, the 

heritability value for date of headir was 93.2 

percent, plant heiht O8.L. percent and nunber of 

tillers 2L.L percent. The values for date of 

headin and plant hei ht were very high and showed 

that a great part of the total '2 variation was 

enetic variatIon, hut for number of tillers, the 

F2 variation seemed. to be mostly environmental. 

7. The correlation coefficient between F2 and F3 

enerations for headinp. dato of White Holland x 

borin 10 was +.8 and an averare of three crosses 

for plant heiht was +.86. This showed that 

selection for these characters would he effective 

in F2 eneration. 

8. The correlation coefficients between heading dato, 

plant height and number of tillers were very low 

and hence indicated that independent selection for 

each character would be possible. 

In surrnnin::, up the results of the present studies, the 

evidence obtained suggested that inheritance of ali characters 

except tillering was not complex. Desired plants will occur 
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In the F2 eneration of each cross, provided the F2 pop- 

ulations are quite lar&e. 
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